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INTRODUCTION:	WHAT	WE	HAVE	LEARNED	
SO	FAR



Stellar	death:	a	core	collapse	supernova

Credit: Lucy Reading-Ikkanda/Quanta Magazine

Advanced	stellar	
evolution

Loss	of	pressure;	free	
fall;	core	formation

time

Falling	matter	
bounces;	shockwave;
Cooling	via	neutrinos

Star	explodes

Neutrino	burst,	~ 10	s



The	only	detection:	SN1987A	

• in	the	Large	Magellanic Cloud, D=51.4	kpc
• Detected	at	O(1)	Kt water/scintillator		detectors

Bionta et	al.,	PRL	58,1987,	Hirata	et	al.,	PRL	58,1987,	Alekseev	et	al.	JETP	Lett.	45	(1987)		
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Fig. 2. The observed energy spectra of events at K2 and IMB, as in Fig. 1, compared
with the predicted spectra in the points of minimum χ2 for K2 only, IMB only and
combined K2 and IMB data sets. The values of the parameters in these points are
given in Table 1.

3.3 Combined analysis: results

Comparing the neutrino spectra favored by K2 and by IMB separately, one
infers that a good combined fit exists. The key to see this is to observe that
the average energy favored by IMB is similar to that of the hard component

11

Figure: CL, Astropart.Phys. 26 (2006) 190-201
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Basic	picture:	the	neutrinosphere
• Neutrinos	thermalized in	ultra-
dense	matter
• Surface	emission	
• Fermi-Dirac	spectrum,	E		~	10-15	MeV

• Neutrino	cooling	of	proto-neutron	
star	is	most	efficient
• gravitational	binding	energy:	
Ln ~	G	M2

f/Rf – G	M2
i/Ri ~	3	1053 ergs						

(Rf ~	10	Km)

• Cooling	timescale	~ neutrino	
diffusion	time
• Time	~	(size2)/(mean	free	path)	~	10	s

A collaboration of all fundamental forces
Gravity )

Nuclear forces )

Neutrino push ) Hydrodynamics )

(Crab nebula, SN seen in 1054)
Figure:	Amol	Dighe,	talk	at	WHEPP	XV,	2017



The	future:	beyond	the	basic	picture

We	need	new	data!	

Next	SN	neutrino	detection….	When?



High	(low)	statistics,	low	(high)	probability

Pablo	Fernandez,		Super-Kamiokande coll.,	PhD	thesis,	2017.
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Detection of Neutrinos from Supernovae in Nearby Galaxies
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While existing detectors would see a burst of many neutrinos from a Milky Way supernova, the
supernova rate is only a few per century. As an alternative, we propose the detection of ∼ 1 neutrino
per supernova from galaxies within 10 Mpc, in which there were at least 9 core-collapse supernovae
since 2002. With a future 1-Mton scale detector, this could be a faster method for measuring the
supernova neutrino spectrum, which is essential for calibrating numerical models and predicting the
redshifted diffuse spectrum from distant supernovae. It would also allow a >

∼
104 times more precise

trigger time than optical data alone for high-energy neutrinos and gravitational waves.

PACS numbers: 97.60.Bw, 95.55.Vj

One of the unsolved problems of astrophysics is how
core-collapse supernovae explode. Nuclear fusion reac-
tions in the core of a massive star produce progressively
heavier elements until a Chandrasekhar mass of iron is
formed, and electron degeneracy pressure cannot support
the core under the weight of the stellar envelope. The
core collapses until it reaches nuclear densities and neu-
trino emission begins; then an outgoing bounce shock
should form, unbinding the envelope and producing the
optical supernova. While successful in nature, in most
numerical supernova models, the shock stalls, so that the
fate of the entire star is to produce a black hole (after
substantial neutrino emission), but no optical supernova.

Since the gravitational energy release transferred to
neutrinos, about 3×1053 erg, is ∼ 100 times greater than
the required kinetic energy for the explosion, it is thought
that neutrino emission and interactions are a key diag-
nostic or ingredient of success. However, not enough is
directly known about the total energies and temperatures
of the neutrino flavors. The ≃ 20 events from SN 1987A
were only crudely consistent with expectations for ν̄e, and
gave very little information on the other flavors [1]. It is
thus essential to collect more supernova neutrino events.
A Milky Way supernova would allow detailed measure-
ments, but the supernova rate is only a few per century.
If Super-Kamiokande were loaded with GdCl3 [2], the
diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) [3, 4, 5]
could be cleanly detected, probing the supernova neu-
trino spectrum, but convolved with the rapidly evolving
star formation rate [6] up to redshift z ≃ 1.

We propose an intermediate regime, in which the num-
ber of events per supernova is ∼ 1, instead of ≫ 1 (Milky
Way) or≪ 1 (DSNB), motivated by the serious consider-
ation of 1-Mton scale water-Čerenkov detectors in Japan
(Hyper-Kamiokande [7]), the United States (UNO [8]),
and Europe (MEMPHYS [9]). These detectors, which
may operate for decades, are intended for proton decay
and long-baseline accelerator neutrino oscillation studies,
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FIG. 1: Cumulative calculated core-collapse supernova rate
versus distance. The dashed line is the continuum limit using
the GALEX z = 0 star formation rate [6]. For our partic-
ular local volume, and its fortuitous enhancement, we use a
galaxy catalog [11]; the stepped line is based on star formation
rates for individual galaxies, and the band is the uncertainty.
Some major galaxies are indicated, and those in boxes have
especially high optical supernova rates (see Table I).

but could also detect neutrinos from Milky Way super-
novae, a point which has attracted much interest [10].
The distance range of a 1-Mton detector is about 10 Mpc,
within which the calculated supernova rate is about one
per year, as shown in Fig. 1. Since the number of events
per supernova is small, background rejection requires a
coincidence of at least two neutrinos or one neutrino and
an optical (or other waveband) supernova.
Supernova Neutrino Detection.—For a Milky

Way supernova at 10 kpc, the expected number of events

Rate	of	collapses	within distance	D



Within	our	lifetime….	
Guaranteed:	
multiple	SNe,	(quasi-)diffuse	flux

Possible:	
single,	galactic	SN	burst

Exceptional:	
single,	near-Earth	
SN	burst

Credit:	ESA/Hubble,	NASA

SmithsonianScience.org

Credit:	Anglo-Australian	observatory



GUARANTEED:	(QUASI-)DIFFUSE	FLUX



Diffuse	Supernova	Neutrino	Background	(DSNB)
• Whole	sky	flux;	constant	in	time

For	quasi-diffuse,	see	Kistler et	al.,	PRD	83,	2008;
CL	&	Yang,	PRD84	(2011)

Bisnovatyi-Kogan &	Seidov,	Sov.	Ast.	26	1982,	
Krauss,	Glashow	and	Schramm,	Nature	310	(1984)
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Detectable	within	the	next	decade
• Main	channel:	

• Sensitivity	is	background-limited

• Under	construction:																																			
• SuperK-Gd (50	kt),	specific	design	
for	DSNB
• Water	+	Gadolinium,	for	n-
tagging	

• JUNO (Jiangmen	Underground	Neutrino	
Observatory	)	(17	kt)
• Liquid	scintillator

• detection	will	change	from	
exceptional	to	routine!
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Figure:	A.	Priya and	CL,	JCAP	1711	(2017)	no.11,	031

JUNO,	10	years
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M = 200 kt yr
p̄ = 0.68

⌫̄e ⇠

Beacom and	Vagins,	PRL93,	2004
Xu	et	al.,	J.	Phys:	Conf.	Ser.	718	(2016)	
An	et	al.,	J.	Phys.	G:	Nucl.Part.	Phys.	43	(2016)	030401.	



Unique	potential
• Strong	cosmological
component
• Core	collapse	at	high	
redshift?	

• evolution	of	SN	rate	(z-
dependence)

• Gives	image	of	the	whole
SN	population
• Was	SN1987A	typical	or	
exceptional?	

• Diversity	of	core	collapses	
(ONeMg cores,	black	hole	
formation,	…)
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Neutrinos	from	a	failed	supernova
• collapse	directly into	a	black	hole,	no	explosion!
• Failed	supernovae	are	brighter in	neutrinos

• Higher	luminosity,	hotter	spectrum
• Can	dominate	the	DSNB	flux	if	more	than	~30%	of	all	collapses

M=40M⊙

BHFC
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Simulation	by	Garching	group,	2013.

Black:	exploding	SN,	11.2	Msun	prog.;	
Color:	failed	SN,	40	Msun	prog.
dashed,	solid,	dot-dashed:	νe,	ν	̄e	and	νx	

Figures	from	A.	Priya and	CL,	JCAP	1711	(2017)	no.11,	031

B Appendix: parameter dependence of the DSNB

In this Appendix details are given on the variation of the DSNB with the input parameters.

In Fig. 8 we show the diffuse ⌫̄e flux, for different survival probabilities p̄, and different
scenarios of dependence of BH formation on the star’s progenitor mass, M (see Sec. 2.1 and
Fig. 1). A fixed core collapse rate is assumed, RCC(0) = 1.25⇥ 10�4yr�1Mpc�3 [18].

fBH=0.27
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Figure 8: The diffuse fluxes for different scenarios in Fig. 1 (labeled by the corresponding
fraction of BHFC), assuming a fixed star formation rate, Rcc(0) = 1.25 ⇥10�4yr�1Mpc�3.
Note that these results refer to the redshift bin z < zmax = 2 (see Sec. 3).

The figure exhibits a number of expected features of the DSNB: a peak at E ⇠ 5 MeV,
where � ⇠ 1 cm�2s�1MeV�1, with an approximately exponential decline at higher energies.
The contribution of NSFC is always dominant near the peak energy, while the flux due to

– 22 –

See	also:	CL,	PRL	102	(2009);	
Lien	et	al.,	PRD81	(2010);	
Keehn &	CL,	PRD85	(2012);		
Mathews	et	al.,	arXiv:1405.0458	



Multi-messenger:	stochastic	GW	background

• Orders	of	magnitude	
uncertainty
• Possible	low	frequency	
component	(SASI?)

• Failed	SNe :	black	hole	ringdown
• Sensitivity	to	extensions	of	
general	relativity

• Might	be	detectable	at	next	
generation	GW	observatories

• Interplay	with	neutrinos?	

3

complete physical description of the process are yet to be
conducted. Past simulations have primarily been in two
dimensions [75]; although some are three-dimensional,
these simulations typically use a coarser physical descrip-
tion [74]. In [43, 83], it was shown that the following
functional form could describe the GW amplitude spec-
tra h̃(fe) emitted during the core collapse process (in the
local frame of the star):

fe|h̃(fe)| =
G

⇡c4D
E⌫hqi

✓
1 +

fe
a

◆
3

e�fe/b, (7)

where a and b are free parameters of the model, D is
the distance to the star (assumed small enough that red-
shifting e↵ects can be ignored), E⌫ is the energy carried
away by neutrinos during the core collapse and hqi is the
luminosity-weighted averaged neutrino anisotropy [83].

The GW energy spectrum from a single core collapse
event can then be computed as:

dE

dfe
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⇡2c3D2

G
f2

e |h(fe)|2

=
G

c5
E2

⌫hqi2
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1 +
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a

◆
6

e�2fe/b. (8)

Inserting this spectrum into Eq. 5, we obtain the ex-
plicit form of the SGWB spectrum:

⌦
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3H3

0
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◆
6

e�2f(1+z)/b,

(9)

where ⇠ is a combination of unknown scaling factors, de-
fined as

⇠ =
G�

CC

c5
E2

⌫hqi2 (10)

In anticipation of the low-frequency peak which is dis-
cussed and modeled below, we will refer to this as the
high-frequency model. Figure 1 shows examples of spec-
tra generated with this model. See the caption for dis-
cussion of the e↵ect of the choice of model parameters on
the morphology of the spectrum.

Figure 1 also shows the SGWB sensitivities of the Ad-
vanced LIGO [100] and Einstein Telescope [67] detectors,
assuming the detection statistic defined by [101] for which
the signal to noise ratio is defined as:

SNR =
3H2

0

10⇡2

p
2T

Z 1

0

df
�2(f)⌦2

GW

(f)

f6P
1

(f)P
2

(f)

�
1/2

, (11)

where T is the observation time (set to 1 year in our case),
�(f) is the overlap reduction function for the chosen de-
tector pair (set to 1, assuming colocated detector pairs)
arising from the di↵erent locations and orientations of

FIG. 1: ⌦GW(f) for various parameter choices for the high-
frequency model of an SGWB produced by stellar core-
collapse. a and b are in units of Hz, while ⇠ has units of m2/s.
Overall, this model has three free parameters: a, b, and ⇠. In
general, the GW energy density increases as a decreases; at
frequencies above a few Hz, it essentially scales proportionally
to a�6. As b increases, the rate at which the exponential term
in Eq. 9 suppresses the GW energy density is decreased; this
leads to an increase in the overall energy density and pushes
the peak of the distribution to higher frequencies. Finally, the
GW energy density scales proportionally to ⇠. The e↵ect of
each parameter on the spectrum is further illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. Also shown are the SNR = 2 sensitivities of Advanced
LIGO [100] and ET [67], assuming 1 year of exposure and two
colocated detectors.

the detectors [101], and P
1

(f) and P
2

(f) are the strain
power spectral densities of the two detectors. In Figure
1, we plot the SNR = 2 curves.

In Figure 2, we show the e↵ect of a and b on the spec-
trum by plotting ⌦

GW

/⇠ at 100 Hz as a function of these
parameters. For a fixed value of b, increasing a leads to
decreased ⌦

GW

; this is apparent from the fact that ⌦
GW

goes approximately as a�6 (see Eq. 9). The converse is
true for a: fixing a and allowing b to grow leads to higher
⌦

GW

, since increasing b pushes the exponential term in
Eq. 9 closer to 1.

Similar results were found in [43] and [102]. In [43],
two modes of star formation were considered: a normal
mode of star formation as considered here, and several
possibilities for an additional population of massive stars
(Population III) which were deemed necessary as initial
reports of the optical depth were quite high. Using a =
200 and b = 300, they found a peak value of ⌦

GW

h2 = 3�
4⇥ 10�10 at f ⇡ 300 Hz. In general, the massive modes
made a relatively small contribution (no more than a
factor of 30) at lower frequencies (f < 100 Hz). Above
300 Hz, all models were indistinguishable. More recently,
using the same SFR considered here, Ref. [102] compared
di↵erent models of black hole formation from single star
collapse and mergers. Single star collapse also showed

High	
frequency

Low
frequency

Adapted from K. Crocker et al., PRD95 (2017) no.6, 063015

Buonanno et al., PRD72 (2005) 084001, 
K. Crocker et al., PRD92 (2015) no.6, 063005, 
K. Crocker et al., PRD95 (2017) no.6, 063015
Du, PRD 99, 044057 (2019)



POSSIBLE:	(NEAR-)GALACTIC	SUPERNOVA



Proto-neutron	star	(PNS)	evolution
• Direct	narrative	of	events	at	R	<	200	Km

Figure	from	Roberts	and	Reddy,	Handbook	of	Supernovae,	Springer	Intl.,	2017

Neutronization:	e- +	p	à n		+	νe

accretion Surface	emission Volume	emission

nuclear	burning/
Volume	emission



Accretion:	Standing Accretion Shock Instability	(SASI)

• Stalled	shock	wave
• Deformation,	sloshing	of	shock	
front	
• Fluctuating	ν emission	rate

• Strong	in	3D	with	detailed	
neutrino	transport

Blondin,	Mezzacappa,	DeMarino,	ApJ.	584	
(2003);	Scheck	et	al.,	A&A.	477	(2008)

Tamborra et	al.,	arXiv:1307.7936
See	also Lund	et	al.,	PRD	82,	(2010),	PRD	86,		(2012)
Kuroda,	Kotake,	Hayama and	Takami,	ApJ,	851:62,		2017	

Figure from	Tamborra et	al.,	arXiv:1307.7936
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and Boltzmann equations [44, 45]. We employ state-of-
the-art neutrino interaction rates [24, 45] and relativistic
gravity and redshift corrections [44, 46].
The RbR+ description assumes the neutrino momen-

tum distribution to be axisymmetric around the radial
direction everywhere, implying that the neutrino fluxes
are radial. The detectable energy-dependent neutrino
emission from the hemisphere facing an observer is de-
termined with a post-processing procedure that includes
projection and limb-darkening effects [30]. We will use
the 27M⊙ model as our benchmark case because its prop-
erties have been published [15]. Details of the other two
simulations will be provided elsewhere [47]. All simula-
tions used artificial random density perturbations of 0.1%
amplitude on the whole numerical grid to seed the growth
of hydrodynamic instabilities. None of the models had
exploded at the end of the computation runs.
Detector signal.—In the largest operating detectors,

IceCube and Super-K, neutrinos are primarily detected
by inverse beta decay, ν̄e+p → n+e+, through Cherenkov
radiation of the positron. We represent the neutrino
emission spectra in the form of Gamma distributions
[48, 49]. We estimate the neutrino signal following the
IceCube Collaboration [37], accounting for a ∼13% dead-
time effect for background reduction. We use a cross sec-
tion that includes recoil effects and other corrections [50],
overall reducing the detection rate by 30% relative to ear-
lier studies [20, 21, 51]. On the other hand, we increase
the rate by 6% to account for detection channels other
than inverse beta decay [37].
We assume an average background of 0.286 ms−1 for

each of the 5160 optical modules, i.e., an overall back-
ground rate of Rbkgd = 1.48× 103 ms−1, comparable to
the signal rate for a SN at 10 kpc. The IceCube data ac-
quisition system has been upgraded since the publication
of Ref. [37] so that the full neutrino time sequence will
be available instead of time bins.
IceCube will register in total around 106 events above

background for a SN at 10 kpc, to be compared with
around 104 events for Super-K (fiducial mass 32 kton),
i.e., IceCube has superior statistics. On the other hand,
the future Hyper-K will have a fiducial mass of 740 kton,
providing a background-free signal of roughly 1/3 the Ice-
Cube rate. Therefore, Hyper-K can have superior signal
statistics, depending on SN distance. In addition, it has
event-by-event energy information which we do not use
for our simple comparison.
Signal modulation in the 27M⊙ model.—To get a first

impression of the neutrino signal modulation we consider
our published 27M⊙ model [15], meanwhile simulated
until ∼550 ms. This model shows clear SASI activity at
120–260ms. At ∼220ms a SASI spiral mode sets in and
remains largely confined to an almost stable plane, which
is not aligned with the polar grid of the simulation. We
select an observer in this plane in a favorable direction
and show the expected IceCube signal in the top panel
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FIG. 1: Detection rate for our 27 M⊙ SN progenitor, upper
panels for IceCube, bottom one for Hyper-K. The observer
direction is chosen for strong signal modulation, except for
the second panel (minimal modulation). Upper two panels:
IceCube rate at 10 kpc for ν̄e (no flavor conversion) and for
ν̄x (complete flavor conversion). The lower two panels include
a random shot-noise realization, 5ms bins, for the indicated
SN distances. For IceCube also the background fluctuations
without a SN signal are shown.

of Fig. 1. One case assumes the signal to be caused by
anti-neutrinos emitted as ν̄e at the source, i.e., we ignore
flavor conversions. The other case takes into account
complete flavor conversion so that the signal is caused by
ν̄x, i.e., a combination of ν̄µ and ν̄τ . Both cases reveal
large signal modulations with a clear periodicity.



multi-messenger:	the	GW	memory	of	SN	
neutrinos
• a	permanent	distortion	of	the	local	space	time	metric	

• due	to	anisotropic	matter/energy	emission	

• emission	timescale	t	~	O(10)	s	à sub-Hz	scale
• promising	for	future	Deci-Hz	detectors!	

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

1.×10-20
2.×10-20
3.×10-20
4.×10-20
5.×10-20
6.×10-20

t (in s)

h(
t)

Neutrinos and
gravity:

multimessenger
scenarios

Cecilia
Lunardini

The gravitational memory of supernova neutrinos

a permanent distortion of the local space time metric
due to anisotropic matter/energy emission

hxxTT = h(t) =
2G

rc4

Z t�r/c

�1
dt0L⌫(t

0)↵(t0)

emission timescale �t ⇠ O(10) s ! sub-Hz scale
promising for future Deci-Hz detectors!



Zel’dovich and	Polnarev,	Sov.	Astron.	18	(1974)	17.	
Braginskii and	Thorne,	Nature	327	(1987)	123.	
Epstein,	Astrophys.	J.	223	(1978)	1037.
Turner,	Nature	274	(1978)	565.	
M.	Favata,	Class.	Quant.	Grav.	27	(2010)	084036	



Probing	near-core	dynamics:	anisotropyNeutrinos and
gravity:

multimessenger
scenarios

Cecilia
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Probing the near-core dynamics: anisotropy
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develops during accretion, due to convection and SASI
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Figure 12. Neutrino energy fluxes of dlν/(dΩdS) (Equation (13)) of model A at t = 370 ms, seen from the northern hemisphere (left), the equator (middle), and the
southern hemisphere (right), respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
Model Summary

Model Lνe (1052 erg s−1) ∆t(ms) hν,fin (10−22) |htot,max| (10−22) EGW,ν (10−12 M⊙c2)

A 6.8 509 8.7 7.7 0.44
B 6.7 570 2.2 9.1 1.32
C 6.6 740 6.1 8.0 1.39
D 6.4 800 4.8 6.1 0.49

Notes. Lνe denotes the input luminosity. ∆t represents the simulation time. hν,fin and htot,max represent the
amplitudes of the neutrino-originated GWs at the end of the simulations and the maximum amplitudes (neutrino
+ matter) during the simulation time. EGW,ν is the radiated energy in the form of the neutrino GWs in unit of
M⊙c2. Note that the supernova is assumed to be located at a distance of 10 kpc.

growth in the GW amplitudes. Large negative amplitudes seen
for some other epochs in other model such as model C (left
panel of Figure 5) are also from the same reason. Such a feature
is genuine outcome of the neutrino emission in the lateral
direction, which is able to be captured correctly by the ray-
tracing calculation.

It is noted that the appearance of the negative growth has
no systematic dependence of the input luminosities. In fact, as
seen from Figure 5, the negative growth is observed for the
intermediate luminosities models (models B and C), but not for
the highest (model A) and smallest luminosity models (model
D) (see also |htot,max| in Table 1). This should reflect the nature
of the SASI which grows chaotically and non-locally. Albeit
with the negative growth, our results suggest that the positively
growing features dominate over the negatively ones for the 2D
models (see hν,fin in Table 1). This is due to the presence of the
symmetry axis, along which the SASI develops preferentially
and the resulting anisotropies become larger.

As mentioned earlier, the neutrino GWs become more than
one order of magnitude smaller than the previous estimation
(compare EGW,ν in Table 1 and the one in Kotake et al.
2007). This stems not only from the incursion of the negative
contributions but also from the appropriate estimation of the
neutrino absorptions made possible by the ray-tracing method.
Previously, the neutrino luminosity was estimated simply by
summing up the local neutrino cooling rates outside the PNSs
(Kotake et al. 2007), which fails to take into account the neutrino
absorption correctly (λ in Equation (11)). These two factors
make the amplitudes much smaller than the previous estimation.
As a result, the neutrino GWs, albeit dominant over the matter
GWs in the lower frequencies below ∼ 10 Hz (Figure 17),
become very difficult to be detected for ground-based detectors
whose sensitivity is limited mainly by the seismic noises at such
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Figure 13. Time evolution of the neutrino anisotropy parameter (:α in
Equation (15)) for models A and B. α keeps positive value with time in the
later phase (& 400 ms) when the low-modes explosion is triggered by SASI
along the symmetry axis.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

lower frequencies (Ando & The TAMA Collaboration 2002;
Thorne 1995; Weinstein 2002; LCGT Collaboration 1999).

On the other hand, the GWs from matter motions seem
marginally within the detection limits of the currently running
detector of the first LIGO, and the detection seems more feasible
for the detectors in the next generation such as LCGT and
the advanced LIGO for a Galactic supernova. The spectra of
the matter GWs have double peaks namely near 100 Hz and
1 kHz. While the latter comes from the rapidly varying local
hydrodynamical instabilities with milliseconds timescales, the
former is associated with the longer-term overturns of O(10)
ms induced by ℓ = 2 mode of SASI (see e.g., Figure 5 in

fig. from Kotake, Iwakami, Ohnishi and Yamada, Astrophys. J. 704 (2009) 951

See	also	Muller,	Janka and	Wongwathanarat,	Astron.	Astrophys.	537	(2012) 
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Detectability

hc (f ) ⌘ 2f |h̃(f )| (h̃: Fourier transform)
A- and LA- : anisotropy in accretion phase only ;
w- : anisotropy is non-zero throughout
(D=10 kpc)
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Detectable even in most pessimistic cases!M.	Mukhopadhyay,	C.	Cardona	and	CL,	JCAP	07	(2021),	055	



Oscillations:	unique interplay	of	frequencies

• Kinetic
• ν-e	potential
• ν-ν potential
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Wolfenstein,	PRD	17	1978,	Mikheyev &	Smirnov,	Yad.	Fiz.	42,	1985
See	also:	Dighe &	Smirnov,	Phys.Rev.	D62	(2000)



Vacuum	+	matter	+	self-interaction

• Nu-nu	interaction	:	non-linear,	collective	effects
• Spectral	splits/swaps,	no	general	solution	

HE = Hvac
E + Hm

E + H⌫⌫
E

θ angle	between	
incident	momenta

Hvac
E = U diag

⇣
�!21

2

,+
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,!31
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p
2GF diag(Ne, 0, 0)

H⌫⌫
E =

p
2GF

Z
dE0

(⇢E0 � ⇢̄E0
)(1� cos ✓)

�m2
31 > 0 normal hierarchy,NH

�m2
31 < 0 inverted hierarchy, IH

Seminal works:	Duan,	Fuller	&	Qian,	PRD74	(2006),	Duan	et	al.,	PRD74	(2006)



Time-dependent	pattern
• Potential	to	disentangle	different	oscillation	mechanisms

Matter-driven,	
MSW

Collective	
effects

Oscillation
Signatures	suppressed
(similar	flavor	spectra)

See,	e	g.,	Horiuchi and	Kneller,
J.Phys.	G45	(2018)	no.4,	043002



Robust	oscillation	signatures
• Distinguishable	from	stellar	physics	effects

Suppression	of	νe neutronization peak	
due	to	θ13-driven	MSW	resonance,
For	Normal	mass	hierarchy

Figure	from	K.	Scholberg,	J.Phys.	G45	(2018)	no.1



Spectral	splits	due	to	collective	effects

Electron	flavor	re-generation	inside	the	Earth;	
sensitive	to	spectral	difference	of	states	
in	the	θ12-driven	MSW	resonance		

Figure from Chakraborty and Mirizzi, 
PRD90 (2014) no.3, 033004

Figure from Borriello et al., PRD86	(2012)	083004



EXCEPTIONAL:	NEAR-EARTH	SUPERNOVA



Pre-supernova	neutrinos!

nuclear	burning/
Volume	emission



The	last	months	of	stellar	evolution
• Last	stages	of	fusion	chain

• rapid	evolution	of	isotopic	
composition

• increase	of	core	density,	
temperature

• increase	of	neutrino	emission
• detectable!	

A.	C.	Phillips,	The	Physics	of	Stars,	2nd	Edition (Wiley,	1999)

Odrzywolek,	Misiaszek,	and	Kutschera,	
Astropart.	Phys.	21,	303	(2004)

Itoh, Hayashi, Nishikawa and Kohyama, 1996, ApJS, 102, 411 
Kato, Azari, Yamada, et al. 2015, ApJ, 808, 168
Kato, Yamada, Nagakura, et al. 2017, arXiv:1704.05480



Detectability
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spectacular	signal	for	Betelgeuse	(D=200	pc),	in	~6	hrs:
~	50	events	at	DUNE	
~	800	events	at	HyperK (E>4.5	MeV)	
>	2000	events	at	JUNO	

K	.M.	Patton.	CL,	R.	Farmer	and	F.	X.	Timmes,	ApJ	851	(2017)	no.1,	6



Early	alert!
• Days/hours	to:	

• Optimize	neutrino	detectors	for	upcoming	burst
• Point	directional	detectors	(telescopes,	axion detectors,	etc.)
• Shield	sensitive	equipment
• Alert	governments/public	(?)		



Progenitor	identification:	pointing
• Sensitivity	up	to	1	kpc;	angular	error	~70° from	

• Need	~10	kt liquid	scintillator	detector	(JUNO)
• Can	provide	shortlist	of	4-10	candidates,	about	1	hour	prior	to	collapse

• Possible	long	term	improvements:	
• ~30° with	THEIA	(100	kt)
• ~10° with	LS+Lithium

8 Mukhopadhyay et al.

t = -4.0 hours t = -4.0 hours

t = -1.0 hour t = -1.0 hour

t = -2 minutes t = -2 minutes

Figure 8. Angular error cones at 68% C.L. and 90% C.L. for LS (orange and maroon contours), and LS-Li (indigo and black
contours) at 4 hours, 1 hour and 2 minutes prior to the core collapse. The left panels correspond to Betelgeuse (D=0.222 kpc,
M ' 15 M�); the right panels to Antares (D=0.169 kpc, M ' 15 M�). The presence of background is considered in all cases
according to An et al. (2016). The number of events is based on the model by Patton et al. (2017b).

A less fortunate scenario is shown in the left panels
in Figure 9 (details in Table 4) for � Canis Majoris
(distance D = 0.513 kpc). The number of events was
calculated according to the 15 M� model in Figure 1.
The lower signal statistics (the number of events barely
reaches 60), and the larger relative importance of the
background result in a decreased angular sensitivity. We
find that LS will only eliminate roughly half of the sky if
we use the 68% C.L. error cone. When combined with an
approximate distance estimate, this coarse angular in-
formation might lead to identifying ⇠ 10 stars as poten-

tial candidates. With LS-Li, the list of candidates might
be slightly shorter but a unique identification would be
very unlikely, even immediately before collapse.
A 30M� case is represented by the right panels in

Figure 9 (and detailed in Table 5) for S Monocerotis A
(distance D = 0.282 kpc). An hour prior to the collapse
' 120 events are expected, allowing LS to shorten the
progenitor list to ' 12 stars within the error cone at
68% C.L. Whereas, LS-Li narrows the progenitor list
down to ' 3 stars with the same C.L. one hour prior

Mukhopadhyay,	CL,	Timmes	and	Zuber,	Astrophys.J.	899	(2020)	2,	153

Betelgeuse



Direct	probe	of	advanced	stellar	evolution

• Evolution	of	temperature,	
density
• ν from	thermal	processes

• isotopic	evolution	
• ν from	beta	processes
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Si	shell	burning	ignition

2

stellar evolution. In the later stages of nuclear burning, neutrinos become the main source of energy loss while also increasing

the entropy of the star as it nears core collapse (Woosley et al. 2002). The physics of these neutrinos is interesting also as an

important application of the more general problem of neutrino emission in hot and dense stellar matter.

With these motivations, studies have been conducted on the neutrino emissivity of stars in the presupernova stage. Most of the

literature so far has focused on neutrinos produced via thermal processes, for representative conditions (temperature, density and

chemical potential) of the stellar matter. The earliest works (Odrzywolek et al. 2004a,b; Kutschera et al. 2009) included only the

pair annihilation process, and parameters typical of the Si burning phase. The possibility to detect the resulting neutrino flux was

discussed, with encouraging conclusions. A more detailed study of presupernova neutrinos from thermal processes, and their

detectability, has appeared recently (Kato et al. 2015), including pair annihilation and plasmon decay. Rather than representative

parameters, this work uses realistic, time-evolving profiles of temperature, density and chemical potential from numerical models

of stellar evolution (Takahashi et al. 2013). A second paper by a subset of the authors of Kato et al. (2015) explores in detail the

pair annihilation neutrino spectra and detection potential in both current and future detectors, with emphasis on what the variation

in the neutrino signal can indicate about stellar evolution (Yoshida et al. 2016).

Until now, the role of β processes in presupernova neutrinos has been discussed only in the basics, in the works of Odrzywolek

and Heger (Odrzywolek 2009; Odrzywolek and Heger 2010). There, arguments of nuclear statistical equilibrium or α-networks

are used to determine isotopic composition. In Odrzywolek and Heger (2010), it is explicitly emphasized that both methods

are inadequate, and that a full, self-consistent stellar evolution simulation, with a large and accurate nuclear reaction network is

ultimately needed.

In this work, such rigorous approach is realized for the first time. We present a new, comprehensive calculation of the pre-

supernova neutrino emission, which includes, in addition to the main thermal processes (pair annihilation, plasmon decay, and

the photoneutrino process), a detailed treatment of β decay and electron capture. These processes are modeled using updated

nuclear rate tables (Langanke and Martinez-Pinedo 2001; Oda et al. 1994) as a supplement to the classic ones by Fuller, Fowler

and Newman (Fuller et al. 1980, 1982a,b, 1985). The relevant microphysics is then applied to a realistic star using the detailed,

time-evolving profiles of temperature, density, and nuclear isotopic composition from the state-of-the-art stellar evolution code

MESA (Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics) (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015). We place emphasis on modeling

of the neutrino spectrum above a realistic detection threshold of 2 MeV; this requires including certain β processes that are

subdominant in the total energy budget of the star.

The paper is structured as follows. After a summary of background information (sec. 2), the relevant formalism of neutrino

emissivities and spectra is discussed in sec. 2.1 for β-processes, and in sec. 2.2 for thermal processes. In sec. 3 numerical

results are shown for several steps of a star’s presupernova evolution, and for different progenitor stars, as modeled by MESA. A

discussion and final considerations are given in sec. 4.

Table 1. Summary of the processes included in this work, with the main references to prior literature.

Processes Formulae Main References

β± decay A(N,Z)→ A(N − 1,Z + 1) + e− + νe

A(N,Z)→ A(N + 1,Z − 1) + e+ + νe Fuller et al. (1980, 1982b,a, 1985),

Beta Langanke and Martinez-Pinedo (2001),

e+/e− capture A(N,Z) + e− → A(N + 1,Z − 1) + νe Oda et al. (1994); Odrzywolek (2009)

A(N,Z) + e+ → A(N − 1, Z + 1) + νe

plasma γ∗ → να + να Ratkovic et al. (2003); Odrzywolek (2007)

Thermal photoneutrino e± + γ → e± + να + να Dutta et al. (2004)

pair e+ + e− → να + να Misiaszek et al. (2006)

2. NEUTRINO PRODUCTION IN A PRESUPERNOVA ENVIRONMENT

About ∼ 103 years before becoming a supernova, a star begins to experience the fusion of heavy (beyond helium) elements.

First, carbon fusion is ignited; as the temperature and density increases, then the fusion of Ne, O, and Si take place in the core

of the star. Each stage is faster than the previous one: the core O burning phase only lasts a few months, and the core Si burning
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CONCLUSIONS	AND	OPEN	QUESTIONS



The	future	is	bright	for	SN	neutrinos

• The	wait	for	new	data	is	almost	over
• Guaranteed:	diffuse	flux	detection	
• Transition	from	rare	event	to	constant	data-taking
• Will	reveal	diverse	picture



• There	will	be	a	galactic	supernova	
detection
• Possible,	same	probability	every	day
• First	time	detailed	narrative	of	
collapse,	shock	propagation,	PNS	
cooling



• Betelgeuse	could	collapse	at	any	time
• You	will	have	a	few	hours	to	prepare	for	the	show
• Watch	terminal	stellar	evolution	in	real	time
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